ACCELERATE TESTING WITH SIMPLE, CODELESS & TRANSFORMATIONAL AUTOMATION

EMPOWERS NON-TECHNICAL & BUSINESS TESTERS TO BE AUTOMATION EXPERTS

AI-enabled guided web user interface enables anyone to author and execute robust test flows

SCALES EFFORTLESSLY BASED ON YOUR SECURITY PREFERENCES

Available in the cloud or on-prem with enterprise-grade security

AUTOMATES TESTING FOR ANY APPLICATION & TEST TYPE

Unifies testing, enabling users to create omni-channel tests, reduce tool and resource silos, and increase collaboration and team productivity

INTEGRATES WITH YOUR AGILE & DEVOPS ECOSYSTEM

APIs and plug-ins for seamless integration into your Agile and DevOps pipeline

USER FRIENDLY

LOW MAINTENANCE

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

COLLABORATION

Testing Cycles Shortened By 80%

DOVEL TECHNOLOGIES, A GUIDEHOUSE COMPANY

Defects Reduced By 65%

MOTIONSOFT

Exceptional Support, Tailored To Client’s Needs

LEIDOS

Automated Test Cases Created In Minutes

EVERY CUSTOMER!
BENEFITS

Simplifies and reduces test maintenance

Scales effortlessly in the cloud

Empowers non-technical testers and business users to automate test flows

Facilitates reusing automated tests for load, security, or accessibility testing

Provides reliable testing results including videos, logs, and screenshots

- Native Plugins and open APIs
- Agile
- DevOps

- Increased ROI
- Predictable cost
- Greater collaboration

- Run thousands of tests in the cloud, daily
- Increased innovation
- Accelerate testing cycles
- Reorients resources to enable more exploratory testing

- Web
- Desktop
- Mobile
- Regression
- API
- Database
- End to end
- Load
- Dynamic Security
- Accessibility/508

INTEGRATION
REDUCE COST
RELEASE WITH CONFIDENCE
TIME SAVINGS

UNIFIED TESTING

START YOUR AUTOMATION JOURNEY WITH US TODAY!

sales@subject-7.com  240.618.3500

GSA Schedule:
www.GSAAdvantage.gov